
MEETING MINUTES SEPT 22 2010
PRESENT: Chessi, Kryzstof, Claire, Alyssa, Heather, Victoria, Ben, Farid,
Zinta, Brian, Paras, Dan, and two volunteers from Bike Pirates (Toronto)
FACILITATOR:
MINUTE-TAKER: Brian
SPEAKER'S LIST: Paras

ITEMS:
- Anti-oppression
- Retreat
- Forum
- Key List
- Inventory Order
- Bike lights
- Communications person
- Workshops
- Vélo! vélo! (VV)

ANTI-OPPRESSION (AO):
Rea pushing for AO workshop. Possible Vélo! vélo! AO workshop. Proposed
having it on volunteer friday. Zinta will inform Rea about Vélo! vélo!
workshop and that the consensus was to have it on a volunteer friday (Oct
1st).

RETREAT:
Could use money from our budget.  Retreat still undecided.  Farid noted
that it will be difficult for everyone to attend.  Zinta proposed a
one-day retreat.  Purpose of retreat is to re-evaluate purpose of the
Flat, also to discuss issues that don't get fully discussed.  One-day
retreat was agreed upon.

Weekends of Oct 16-17 and Oct 23-24 were proposed.  To be determined based
on people's availability.  Zinta will make 'doodle' poll to find what day
is best.

CYCLIST'S FORUM:
Finn needs volunteers to hold microphones for speakers in the forum.
Contact Finn to help (asap).  Farid has printed flyers, available to be
distributed.  Pdf is available for anyone who wants to print more.
Contact Farid if you need the pdf of the flyer.  Claire will help with
mics at forum.

KEY LIST:
What is the key list?  The key list is the list of people that can get the
Flat key from SSMU.  Needs to be updated (6 months since last update).
Victoria and Brian would like to be added to the key list.  Very important
that key is returned.  Any special circumstances should be communicated to
person who will get key for next shift.  Spare key exists and stays with
emergency contact (Max, currently).  Proposed rotating who holds spare



key; will be dealt with later.  Ben will give SSMU a new key list.

SIGNATORIES: Currently only Kryzstof and Finn are signatories.  Proposed
having more.  Ben and Zinta will become signatories.

BABAC ORDER:
Brian brought up orders because he wanted to order custom part and
concerned about need for more inventory.  Kryzstof confirmed need for
Babac order.  Farid and Kryzstof will put together order.  Kryzstof
explained that he had late payment on last order.  To be avoided for next
order.  Farid also ordered a new computer and printer from McGill
Computer Store.  To be delivered Thursday.  Farid will try to transfer
everything to new computer on Thursday.  Farid will test out new POS:
Biketree, used in Calgary.  Need grease ASAP.  Someone needs to go to
Canadian Tire.  Ben will buy grease.

Frames were brought up.  Need to sort frames...

BIKE LIGHTS:
Cheap bike lights available at MEC.  Safety equipment should be sold
at cost.  Some lights might have been incorrectly priced.  Canadian Tire (CT)
might have good, cheap lights.  Someone will look into best supplier.  Current
lights (single-LED) are not ideal.  Ben will investigate CT's stock.

COMMUNICATIONS PERSON:
Communications person would take care of keeping up with mass of email
coming to the.flatcollective@gmail.com. Many emails go untouched.
Decided it was necessary.  Communications person will label and redirect
emails to people best suited to answer queries.  Farid proposed having
more people contribute to webpage.  Paras will be communications person.
Farid noted that collective info sheet has been made.   Zinta working on
updating volunteer pamphlet.

WORKSHOPS:
Dan is workshop coordinator for this term.  Schedule has been set.
Volunteers needed to lead workshops.  Female mechanics needed for
women/trans workshops.  Should look outside collective for workshop
leaders.  Would be good to help collective grow.  Could be brought up at
conference (VV).  First-timers could co-lead workshops.

VÉLO! VÉLO! (VV):
VV needs volunteers.  Website: velovelo.ca for more info.  Critical mass
also on Friday, in conjunction with VV.  VV needs funding.  Proposed Flat
donation to conference from Flat's budget.  TBD.  Drink at their parties
to support the conference!

VOLUNTEER FRIDAY + ORIENTATION:
Kryzstof brought up that it would be good to have an experienced mechanic
(EM) at each volunteer friday.  Ben will encourage new volunteers to come
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to orientation before their first shifts, thought might be hard to
enforced since shifts need to be filled.

RANDOM THING FROM BEN:
Rag recycling is rad.  Nice guy in Verdun will take our rags.  Rags should
no longer be put in silver bins.  Recycling bin will be used from now on.

To be discussed at next meeting:
- Door person system
- Volunteer Orientation


